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CHAPTER I.

CUTTING TOOLS FOR PLANER AND LATHE.

In discussing cutting tools for the planer and 'lathe, planer tools

will first come under our notice as being the simplest and requiring

the least skill in setting. Every mechanic has doubtless observed

that if the chip be unwound from the spiral shape it assumes in leav

ing the tool, and projected in a straight line, it is shorter than the

surface from which it came. This is due mainly to the compression

of the metal in the direction of the cut, and the possibilities of saving

power and strain upon the machine by giving proper cutting angles

to the tools and reducing this compression to a minimum is thus

realized.

In Fig. 1 the cutting tool is at right angles to the work and without

rake. It exerts its force in a direction nearly parallel to the surface

of the work, and having no side rake, either, it simply does not cut,

but shoves or crowds the metal forward, producing a chip made up

of little splints. It cannot exert any force tending to lift or curl the

chip. The tool is wholly wrong; nor would it materially improve it

to grind it like the tool shown in the little sketch at the right, which

goes to the other extreme, and would spring into the work. A tool

must first of all be heavy enough at the back or heel to resist the

horizontal cutting force, and consequently should have very little clear

ance. The 7 degrees clearance shown in the lathe tool in the upper

view, Fig. 2, is too much for a planer tool, while the 3 degrees of the

lower sketch is as small as can be used safely. Theoretically if the

point leads by only a thousandth or two it will perform its function.

There should be very little top rake on account of its tendency to

make the tool dig into the cut; but this can be compensated for by

giving considerable side rake.

Rake of Planer Tools.

 

Fig- 1. Tool without Rake,
and with excessive Bake.

Fig- 2. Proper Bake on Lathe
and Planer Toole.
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Another reason why a planer tool tends to dig into the work is

illustrated in Fig. 3. Point A in the sketch is the fulcrum. In the

first sketch the tendency is for the tool to dig into the work in the

direction of the arrow. This is not so serious as appears on the face

of it, as planer tools are usually so stiff that they will spring but

little, and any error that might occur in the roughing cut would be

eliminated in the finishing cut. What many mechanics take as . an

indication of the sp»ing of the tool is really due to the chatter of the

planer, since a rack and pinion planer will frequently chatter after it

has become worn, while in a worm-driven planer the lost motion is

all taken up at one end before beginning the cut, and the screw action

does away with the chatter. To obviate any spring into the work, the

tool may be designed as in the second sketch, Fig. 3, where the deflec

tion due to the force of cut is away from the work.

The tool in Fig. 4 approaches the ideal for a finishing tool, and

gives the best finished surface of any used on planer or shaper. It

is made from a piece of ordinary tool steel and forged on the end to

the shape indicated. It will be noticed that it has side rake, and in

stead of being straight on the bottom, the line that comes in contact

with the work is a little rounding.

We will now take up the subject of the cutting edges of some of the

many varieties of lathe tools, Fig. 5. Here are shown a diamond point,

a round-nose tool, a side tool, centering tool, thread-cutting tool, and

cutting-off tool. We will first consider the diamond point, as it is more

of a universal tool than any of the others. Before speaking of rake,

clearance, or the setting of the tool, attention should be called to the

general form of the cutting edges and the importance of maintaining

tne same throughout the life of the tool. Fig. 7 will best illustrate

this. The tool as shown at the left, with depth of cut, is ground so

that angle x shall not be less than 55 degrees. To the right is a tool

in which the angle has been changed by grinding on both sides of the

point, only because the machinist claims that he is in a hurry and

must make time on his work. But it will be seen that the length of cut

6 is much greater than the line of resistance a, showing loss in effi

ciency in the tool, and requiring more power to drive it after it had

 

A
Fig. 3. Cause of Planer Tools Springing into

the Work, and Means for avoiding this.
Fig. 4. Finishing Tool ofApproved

Design for Planer or Shaper.

The Cutting Edges of Lathe Tools.
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been ground. Nor is this the only reason why careless grinding will

produce a loss. This is true with proper rake, angles and clearance,

but when the mechanic ignores all principles and is careless, besides,

how much more serious it becomes, because more finishing cuts will

be required to make the piece straight. The nearer the cutting edge

of the tool comes to being parallel with the axis of the work, the more

power will be required to operate the tool.

It will bs interesting to note what really takes place in turning, as

shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 8. Here is represented a piece
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Fig. 5. Various Classes of Lathe Tools. Fig. 6. Correct and Incorrect Setting ofTool.

of rough stock that is to be turned as indicated at the right. First,

starting at the center line A, and developing the line of circumference

in a straight path, we will get a line like (1). After turning and re

peating the process, the developed line will look like the line at (2).

It will be noted that the second line is somewhat irregular, showing

that even after roughing off, the surface of the piece has nearly all

the irregularities of the rough stock, though on a smaller scale. This

 

 

Fig. 7. Effect o^ Grinding Tool to Improper

Angles.
Fig. 8. Diagram Indicating Uneven Sur

faces of Bough and Finished Work.

brings us to another important point, and that is the necessity of cen

tering work as accurately as possible, for no matter how even the

work may be on its circumference, if centered out of true, it will not

be round after turning, because the thickness of the chip or shaving

is not uniform, hence does not offer uniform resistance to the cutting

edge, and the work will bend more at one point than at another. If

the cut were uniform and offered the same resistance, of course we

could expect round work.

The bottom figure in cut Fig. 8 illustrates the tool for, and method

of, obtaining the lines. A long, light lever has a knife edge or point at

one end, near the fulcrum, which bears against the periphery of the
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work. On the other end is a lead pencil attachment, the point bearing

against the piece of paper indicated, the paper traveling at the same

rate of speed as the work, only in the direction of the axis of the

work. Any unevenness in the surface of the work raises or lowers

the point of the pencil, and as the ratio is great (20 to 1), the varia

tion in the line is marked:

Bake and Clearance.

Referring to Fig. 2, we will take up the rake and clearance of lathe

diamond point tools. The angle of clearance, sometimes called the

angle of relief, as indicated here, is about 7 degrees, and sometimes

runs to 10 degrees, more or less—enough for a safe working angle.

Really, the only reason for so much clearance is to avoid rubbing

against the cut surface, thereby causing unnecessary frictional resist

ance to the motion of the lathe. Our efforts should be directed toward

f

*
 

FIflr 10. Properly Ground
Fig. 9. Extreme Cases ofTop Rake. Tool, having Side Rake.

finding the angle that will give the least force required for cutting,

combined with endurance of the tool edge.

While the power required to cut is increased greatly by dullness of

the cutting edge, we must avoid the wood chisel edge, because time

lost in constantly removing the tool for grinding purposes eats up the

profit. In Fig. 9 are illustrated two extreme cases—that on the left,

too great top rake, and the other, without any. The one will do good

work for a few minutes, provided the cut is not too heavy, but the

wear of the edge is so great that the angle will soon become blunt,

and it would be very much better to have no top rake at all. On the

other hand, the cutting wedge, as I will call the tool shown at the

right, is too blunt to do good, clean work, and from the position in

which it is set, the chip will come off nearly straight and in small

pieces. The happy medium between the two is indicated in Fig. 10.

Side rake means the angle at which the top is ground either to the

right or left side. A tool ground for a traversing motion toward the

left-hand, cannot be used with a motion toward the right. Therefore

side rake is designated right-hand or left-hand, the former being that

which gives a cutting edge on the right side, and the latter, on the left

side. As the side rake is increased, the power to drive the tool along in

its traversing direction becomes less, as it tends to screw its way along.
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Setting the Tool.

Fig. 11 illustrates an important point in setting the tool. The fur

ther the cutting edge is from the base, or support, the greater will be

the spring. Where this spring is possible the point is drawn down

into the work as indicated by the dotted line, and furthermore will

produce irregularly-shaped work due to the variation in the resistance

of the cut at points where the tool digs in. This indicates the value of

short leverage. In Continental shops, and especially in England, it has

hecome a recognized principle that the top of the cutting edge of a tool

should not be higher than the top of the support, and to obtain top

rake, the tool is hollowed out by grinding. Sir Joseph Whitworth de

signed his lathes so that the tool was set on the center of the work,

and any vertical pressure deflected the tool away from the work, as

shown in Pig. 12.

Next in importance to the leverage of the tool is the angle at which

it is set in relation to the work. Referring now to Fig. 6, the tool is

 

SUPPORT

 

Fig. 11. Supporting the Tool
in the Lathe.

WHITWORTH DESIGN

Fig. 12. Design ofTool Permitting: it to
Spring away from Work.

shown at right angles to the work and the cutting pressure tends to

force the tool around to the right, away from the work, in the direction

of the arrow, instead of causing it to dig into the work. If the tool

were set as shown in the dotted position, it will readily be seen that

any slipping or deflection would carry it into the cut.

The third point to be observed in regard to setting the tool is its

height relative to the lathe centers. Fig. 13 illustrates this. Tool

No. 1 is set below the center, and the dotted line, drawn tangent to

the point of the tool on the periphery of the circle, indicates the direc

tion in which the cutting force is applied. The top or cutting surface of

the tool forms an angle of 90 degrees with this line. The stock is thus

merely crowded off by the tool and there is no cutting or wedge action

whatever. The next tool is set on the center and has more of a wedge

action, but still not what it should have. The top tool, No. 3, gives

us the best cutting wedge and will do maximum work with minimum

resistance. From the foregoing it is clear "that the lathe tool will do

the best work with combination of top and side rake, when supported

near the cutting edge, held at right angles to the work, and when set

above the center. This will lead to economy.
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Grinding-.

Now a few words about grinding. The diamond point tool should be

ground only on the top, and the angles on the sides should never be

touched, and there will be no danger in such a case of destroying the

economic value of the tool. Many mechanics burn the cutting edges

of the tool in grinding, by simple carelessness, which makes the edge

 

Fie. 13. Setting Dathe Tool Fig. 14. Setting Side or Facing
to Correct Height. Tool In Lathe.

softer than the metal it is supposed to cut. The references thus far

have been confined entirely to the solid tools, most commonly used.

But there are many improved tool holders in use, designed for self-

hardening steel which is not affected by burning in the hands of in

competent mechanics, either in grinding or through lack of knowi

 

ng. 15. Improper Bearing in Center of Fig. 16. Action and Form of
Work not Faced before Turning. Cutting-OiT Tool.

edge of the proper cutting speeds. These holders support the steel in

such a position as to give the proper front and side clearance, and the

rake is determined by the grinding.

Speeds and Feeds.

Following is a table of finishing speeds and feeds for different

metals for tools of ordinary tool steel. In roughing the axiom is slow

speed and quick feed; in finishing, high speed and fine feed. From

this table 25 per cent should be deducted for roughing speed, making

18, 24, 28 and 83. Experiments on cutting tools made in the shops of

R. H. Smith, London, England, and verified by the author, show that

machine steel requires from two to two and one-half times the power
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for cutting, as does cast iron, and wrought iron about one and one-half

times the power. The results are given in detail in the chart, Fig. 17,

which shows the increased force required for increased feed and depth

of cut.

Miscellaneous Lathe Tools.

The round nose tool, Fig. 5, is used for brass, when made rather

pointed, and for facing cast iron when it has a blunt point. The ten-

LATHE AND PLANER CUTTING SPEEDS AND FEEDS.

Tool Steel.
Wrought Iron
Machine Steel.

Cast Iron. Brass.

S F S F S F S F

24 25 32 25 38 22 110 20

Lub. Lub. Dry Dry.

F = Number of revolutions to 1 inch feed.

8 = " " feet per minute.

dency with brass, which is very soft, would be to pull a hooked tool

into the work. The side tool should always be set with the point

leading slightly, but remembering that it is not the point but the side

of the tool that is to do the cutting. This tool should be set on the

center, as indicated in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows the necessity for facing
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Fig. 17. Chart Showing Cutting Force Required for Increasing
Feed and Depth of Cut.

up work with the side tool before turning; otherwise the center will

give more support to one side of the work than the other, and the

pressure of the tool used later for turning will be likely to produce a

crushing of the metal at the center, on the side of the least support.
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The centering tool should be ground like a twist drill and placed

with its cutting point directly at the center of the work and used to

obtain an accurate center for starting a drill. Much carelessness is

exhibited in the use of the thread cutting tool, not so much in grind

ing as in setting. It should be set so that the cutting edges are

directly on the line of the lathe centers and, of course, at right angles

to it. The economical way to use this tool is to rough out the thread

with a heavy cut, and then regrind the top surface until again sharp,

and then finish with a light cut. No matter how carefully a thread

tool is used the sharp point will wear rapidly.

Referring to Fig. 16, we come to the cutting-off tool, the last of the

lathe tools shown in Fig. 5. The upper view shows the action of the

tool and the two lower views indicate how good and poor results may

 

Pifif. 18. Types of Boring Tools. Fig. 19. Cutting Action of Boring Tools.

be obtained through grinding. This tool has side clearance, right and

left, and should be ground slightly concave on its top face. Its point

should be on a level with the center of the work.

In Fig. 18 are indicated several of the more common types of boring

tools. The vertical pressure on boring tools is very nearly constant

(Fig. 19), and when the tool starts to cut, the depression or spring

downward remains very nearly constant throughout its entire cut,

and so does not vitally affect the accuracy. The tool wears as it

advances, however, and this tends to produce a conical hole. While

lathes are adjusted so that in no case they will bore a hole larger at

the back than at the front, in making this adjustment, however, the

tendency is to have the lathe so it will bore very slightly smaller at

the back—another reason why bored holes are frequently a little

tapering.



CHAPTER II.

BORING TOOLS.

In the previous chapter on cutting tools we confined ourselves en

tirely to one class, namely, planer and lathe tools, and the different

conditions under which the best results can be obtained from them.

By best results is understood the maximum amount of good work with

the minimum amount of energy expended—the ideal for which every

good mechanic is striving. It was attempted to make plain the car

dinal points for securing these results, such as proper top and side

rake, clearance, rigid clamping, setting of tool so that it will not spring

into the work, proper relation of cutting edge to center of work, etc.

All these combine to make the cutting edge the basis of economic

production, and economic production means not only least cost in

manufacture, but a saving in wear and life of the machine.
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Fig. 20. Method of Holding the Work Tightly against the Center.

The subject of cutting tools has purposely been divided into two

separate heads, as there is a recognized distinction between inside

and outside turning. The rake and clearance of a tool for inside turn

ing must be different from that used for outside turning, for two rea

sons: First, because of the contracted and peculiar conditions under

which the boring tool works, and second, because of the spring of

both tool and work—very serious conditions met with in boring which

do not apply in outside turning. The spring of the work is overcome

in many cases by using a steady rest to support one end of the work

while the other end is held in the chuck, or else is clamped to the

faceplate and in addition is sometimes supported by the live center

itself.
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Holding' the Work Tightly Against the Center.

Fig. 20 may serve as a help to some who have found difficulty in

keeping the work tight against the center. It shows the faceplate

partly unscrewed. The lacing is made fast to a dog or carrier in that

position, and the faceplate is then screwed up in place, thereby tighten

ing the thong. Now, unless great care and skill are combined in set

ting the steady rest in position, the result will be failure, because, in

boring, the object is to get the bore concentric with the outside and it

is a very easy matter to defeat this object by careless setting of the

rest. A suggestion as to the way of setting may here be in order. If

it is a piece that has already been turned on the outside, the centers

may be used to good purpose. Keep the live center in the lathe spindle,

screw the chuck in position and put the work on centers, as for ordi

nary turning. Now bring the chuck jaws down to the work and place

the rest in position at the dead center end, the work all the while

being still on centers. To remove the live center, the rest is then

opened, the chuck, with the work in it, unscrewed, and the center

c 

Fig. 21. Comparison of Principles of Outside and Inside Turning.

removed. This method will insure fair accuracy, where it can be used,

but the work when ready to bore should be tested with an indicator.

If it is a rough piece of work that is to be set, support one end by the

dead center, turn a true surface for the jaws of the steady rest and

place the same in position while the work is still on the center.

Difference Between Inside and Outside Turning.

Fig. 21 will prove that the same laws do not hold for both inside and

outside turning. The circle on the left represents a cylinder to be

turned; that on the right, a hole to be bored, with the tool in posi

tion. The lines o 6 and c d are drawn tangent with the work at the

point where the cutting edge is in contact with the work when turning

and boring respectively. On the face of it, it would seem that one

vertical line should answer for both conditions, but not so, for in

turning we are enabled to set the cutting edge of the tool above the

center of the work, hence changing the position of the lines and get

ting a finer cutting wedge. The angle A is the angle of the cutting

wedge in turning, while B is the angle of the cutting wedge in bor

ing. This is the best condition obtainable in boring.
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Common Type of Boring Tool.

Pig. 22 shows an old-fashioned forged boring tool of the type com

mon in every shop. These tools are forged by the tool dressed in

lengths and sizes that will cover a wide range of work, so that dif

ferent diameters and depths may be bored without redressing. As to

results from this type of tool: When the tool starts to perform its

function—takes up its cut—there is a downward spring which we call

vertical deflection, due to the pressure of the chip on top of the tool.

This pressure is nearly. constant throughout the entire length of the

cut and does not vitally affect the accuracy of the work, particularly

since there can be a slight vertical movement of the tool without

appreciably changing the diameter of the surface being bored. This

Is not the case, however, with the lateral pressure on the boring tool,

which pressure, being at right angles to the cutting edge, deflects

the tool away from the work more and more as the cutting edge dulls,

thereby changing the angle of motion of the tool constantly. The re-
 

I . w
i-s Constant

Fig. 22. Common Type of Forged Boring Too], and Results Obtained.

suit is a conical hole, and much time is lost in taking repeated cuts

to get the bore parallel. This type of tool, therefore, does not prove

economical, although the outward or lateral pressure will vary some

what with the shape of the tool and the way in which it is dressed.

If the front or cutting edge makes an acute angle with the work,

the lateral pressure is considerable; but if the cutting edge is at

right angles to the work there is less tendency to deflect the tool in a

sidewise direction. In the latter case, however, as the cutting edge

wears away and the tool becomes dull, there is a tendency for the

corner to become worn so as to form an acute angle, and we still have

some of the same trouble to contend with. Theoretically and prac

tically, a tool ground as in Fig. 22 will give the best results, so far

as cutting is concerned, but even by using the greatest care and judg

ment in dressing and grinding the tool, to reduce sidewise deflection,

we cannot altogether remove the difficulty. This question of deflection

is largely one of leverage. The amount of deflection depends upon

the length of the tool from the binding screw in the toolpost to the

cutting edge.

After the tool is once made, its leverage is always a constant quan

tity, as indicated in Fig. 22, since the tool must always be placed in
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approximately the same position in the toolpost. It will, therefore,

deflect as much in boring a short hole as in boring a long one, assum

ing the cutting edge to be in the same condition in each case. The

longer the tool, the greater the deflection, for the tool is a cantilever

the deflection of which is increased eight times when its length is

doubled. From this we can readily see how important is this con

sideration of leverage, and how desirable it is to have the boring tool

adjustable so that it need project from the point of support only so

far as is necessary to bore the full depth of hole required. The

mechanic should try to overcome the difficulty due to leverage by

devising ways and means for making the tool adjustable. Many

schemes are open to the thinking mechanic.

Boring Tool Holders.

Fig. 23 will give an idea for a tool holder and for different tools

which are inexpensive and at the same time meet the above require-

 

Flg. 23. Boring Tool Holder and Type of Inside Threading Tool.

ment. The holder gives at all times the gratest rigidity and allows

the use of the largest size of tool possible for any particular work.

It also enables the operator to vary the leverage to suit each particu

lar hole.

The holder consists of a rectangular block of cast iron in which

two holes are bored, one on each side of the center, and in a plane

with the lathe center, and extremely close to the edges. After this, it

is sawed in two through the center of the holes, the top forming the

cap. The hole may be made any standard size: 1%, 1%, 1%. Into

these holes are fitted sleeves or the drill rod itself, although the

sleeves give wider range of size of boring tool for each holder, by

having a number of sleeves with different standard size holes. The

tool fits in either A or B of the sleeves. If the tool is to be used in A,

a solid piece is inserted in B, so as to give a support for the cap to

be clamped against. One end of the sleeve is knurled to allow for

thumb and finger adjustment in raising and lowering the tool. Ordi

nary drill rod is used, filed down to a flat surface at the end, as

shown. When heating for the tempering process, set over the filed end
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by a blow of a hammer for clearance. A tool nearly the size of the

hole to be bored may be used. For instance, an 11-16-inch tool could

easily be used to bore a %-inch hole. A thread tool of this type is

of the greatest advantage in that the tool is always level—the re

quisite for a true-angle thread.

The good features of this type of tool are: first, it saves in ex

pense in forging; second, it saves time in grinding and setting, and

, 1—, = *j—
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Fig". 24. Simple Type of Boring Bar.

in boring a true hole; third, it requires less skill and judgment in

getting results. As the work increases in weight and size, and it is

not practicable to clamp either on faceplate or chuck, the boring bar

is substituted, in which case the former conditions are not encountered.

Boring' Bars.

Many styles of boring bars are used, the one shown in Fig. 24 being

possibly one of the simplest type. In the boring bar head one has

to consider only the proper cutting edge of the tool; and attention

 

Fig:. 25. Boring Out Tubes.

is to be called chiefly to the method of setting out the tool for increas

ing the depth of cut. The tool itself has a wedge end, and the set-

screw o a conical end bearing against it, thus forcing the cutter out

as the screw moves in. The binding screw & comes in contact with

a flat side filed or ground on the cutter. Heads of different sizes are

made to fit the bar, to suit holes of different diameters, insuring a

short tool leverage. There are many improvements possible in this

bar, such, for instance, as feeding the tool head by means of a screw

carried in the bar and receiving its rotary motion from a stationary

gear on the dead center spindle engaging with a gear on the end of

the screw.
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Boring Out Tubes.

In many cases it is desirable to bore holes of small diameter but of

great length which extend through the entire length of a tube, such

for example, as core barrels for rock drilling, where the tube is from

10 to 14 feet long, and as small in- some cases as 2 inches in diameter.

Fig. 25 will give an idea of the method by which such holes may be

bored with very satisfactory results, and in Fig. 26 the boring bar

is shown in detail. The bar is made up of sections, say 3 feet long, the

sections so constructed that they can be joined together into one bar.

The work is supported in the lathe by two steady rests and is clamped

to the carriage of the lathe by means of wooden clamps, specially

constructed to suit each individual case. The steady rests are only

used to guide and support the tube as the carriage advances, carrying

Guide Ring

Waterway

 

Fig:. 26. Tools and Method for Boring Out Tubes.

the tube with it. The end of the tube is first bored to a depth of

about 2 inches with the ordinary boring tool, and made the required

size. The bar is then inserted until the cutter head reaches the

bored end of the tube which the guide ring on the outer end of the

head should fit nicely. The tube is then clamped to the carriage,

supported by the steady rests, and the outer end of the bar is held

by the lathe chuck. Allowance should be made for the' tube to travel

a distance equal to the entire length of one of the boring bar sections.

When the tube has advanced this far, one of the sections of the bar is

unscrewed and faid aside and the chuck engages the end of the next

section, and so the work proceeds until completed. It should be

observed that the face only of the tool should be used as a cutting

edge, while the outside acts simply as a guide.



CHAPTER III.

SHAPE OF STANDARD SHOP TOOLS.

The data relating to the proper shape of standard shop tools, given

in this chapter, are the results of experiments undertaken during a

long period of years hy Mr. Fred. W. Taylor. The present chapter is

an abstract of that part of Mr. Taylor's work, "On the Art of Cutting

Metals," which deals with the proper shape of tools.

In Mr. Taylor's practical experience in managing shops, he found it

no easy matter to maintain at all times an ample supply of cutting

tools ready for immediate use by each machinist, treated and ground

so as to be uniform in quality and shape; and the greater the variety

in the shape and size of the tools, the greater became the difficulty

of keeping always ready a sufficient supply of uniform tools. His

whole experience, therefore, points to the necessity of adopting as

small a number of standard shapes and sizes of tools as practicable.

It is far better for a machine shop to err upon the side of having

too little variety in the shape of its tools rather than on that of

having too many shapes.

Standard Tools.

In the cuts Figs. 27 to 38, inclusive, are illustrated the shapes of

the standard tools which Mr. Taylor adopted, and in justification of

his selection he states that these tools have been in practical use in

several shops, both large and small, through a term of years, and are

giving general, all-round satisfaction. It is a matter of interest also

to note that in several instances changes were introduced in the de

sign of these tools at the request of some one foreman or superin

tendent, and after a trial on a large scale in the shop of the sug

gested improvements, the standards as illustrated here were again

returned to. These shapes may be said, therefore, to have stood the

test of extended practical use on a great variety of work.

Elements Considered in Adopting Standard Tools.

These standard tools may be said to represent a compromise in

which each one of the following elements has received most careful

consideration, and has had its due influence in the design of the tool;

and it can also be said that hardly a single element in the tools is such

as would be adopted if no other element required consideration. The

following, broadly speaking, are the four objects to Be^kept in mind

in the design of a standard tool:

o. The necessity of leaving the forging or casting to be cut with a

true and sufficiently smooth surface;

6. The removal of the metal in the shortest time; " *~

c. The adoption of that shape of tool which shall 'tlb the largest

amount of work with the minimum combined cost of grinding, forging

and tool steel;

d. The ready adaptability to a large variety of work.
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As we go further into this subject, the nature of the conflict between

these four objects and of the sacrifice which each element is called upon

to make by one of the others will become apparent. Generally speak

ing, it is necessary to adopt as our standard shape a tool which can

be run at only about, say, five-eighths of the cutting speed which the

knowledge of the art and the experiments show could be obtained

through another tool of entirely different shape, if no other element

than that of cutting speed required consideration. It becomes neces

sary to sacrifice cutting speed to securing smaller liability to chatter;

a truer finish; a greater all-round convenience for the operator in

using the tool, and a comparatively cheaper dressing and grinding.

The most important of the above considerations, however, is the free

dom from chatter.

On, the other hand, it is necessary to adopt a rather more elaborate

and expensive method of dressing the tools than is usual, in order to

 

 

Fig. 27. Tool for Cutting: Cast Iron and Hard Steel.

provide a shape of tool which allows it to be ground a great many

times without redressing, and also in order to make a single Taylor-

White heat treatment of the tool last longer than it otherwise would.

And again, the shape of the curve of the cutting edge of the tool

adopted—first, to insure against chatter, and second, for all-round

adaptability in the lathe—calls for much more expense and care in

the grinding than would be necessary if a more simple shape were

used. This necessitates in a shop either a specially trained man to

grind the tool by hand to the required templets and angles, or pre

ferably the use of an automatic tool grinder.

Relative Importance of the Elements Affecting the Cutting; Speed.

The cutting speed of a tool is directly dependent upon the following

elements. The order in which the elements are given indicates their
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relative effect in modifying the cutting speed, and in order to com

pare them, we have given in each case figures which represent,

broadly speaking, the ratio between the lower and higher limits of

speed as affected by each element.

A. The quality of the metal which is to be cut, i.e., its hardness or

other qualities which affect the cutting speed. Proportion is as 1 in

the case of semi-hardened steel or chilled iron, to 100 in the case of

very soft low-carbon steel.

B. The chemical composition of the steel from which the tool is

made, and the heat treatment of the tool. Proportion is as 1 in tools

made from tempered carbon steel, to 7 in the best high-speed tools.

C. The thickness of the shaving; or, the thickness of the spiral strip

or band of metal which is to be removed by the tool, measured while

the metal retains its original density; not the thickness of the actual

shaving, the metal of which has become partly disintegrated. Pro

portion is as 1 with thickness of shaving 3-16 of an inch, to 3% with

thickness of shaving 1-64 of an inch.
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Fig. 28. Tool for Cutting Medium and Sort Steel

D. The shape or contour of the cutting edge of the tool, chiefly be

cause of the effect which it has upon the thickness of the shaving.

Proportion is as 1 in a thread tool, to 6 in a broad-nosed cutting tool.

E. "Whether a copious stream of water or other cooling medium is

used on the tool. Proportion is as 1 for tool running dry, to 1.41 for

tool cooled by a copious stream of water.

F. The depth of the cut; or, one-half of the amount by which the

forging or casting is being reduced in diameter in turning. Proportion

is as 1 with %-inch depth of cut, to 1.36 with %-inch depth of cut.

O. The duration of the cut; i.e., the time which a tool must last

under pressure of the shaving without being reground. Proportion is

as 1 when tool is to be ground every 1% hour, to 1.207 when tool is to

be ground every 20 minutes.

H. The lip and clearance angles of the tool. Proportion is as 1

with lip angles of 68 degrees, to 1.023 with lip angle of 61 degrees.

J. The elasticity of the work and cf the tool on account of producing
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chatter. Proportion is as 1 with tool chattering, to 1.15 with tool run

ning smoothly.

The quality of the metal which is to be cut is, generally speaking,

beyond the control of those who are in charge of the machine shop,

and, in fact, in most cases the choice of the hardness of metals to be

used in forgings or castings will hinge upon other considerations which

are of greater importance than the cost of machining them. The

chemical composition of the steel from which the tool is made and the

heat treatment of the tool will, of course, receive the most careful

consideration in the adoption of a standard tool. No shop, however,

can now afford to use other than the "high-speed" tools, and there

are so many makes of good tool steels, which, after being forged into

tools and heated to the melting point according to the Taylor-White
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Figs. 29 and 30. Outline of Cutting Edge of Standard Bound-nosed Tools.

process, will run at about the same high cutting speeds, that it is of

comparatively small moment which particular make of high-speed-

steels is adopted.

Advantages of Round-Nosed Tools.

With round-nosed tools, as the depth of cut becomes more shallow,

there is a greater increase in the cutting speed than in the case of

tools having straight-line cutting edges, because with a round-nosed

tool the thickness of the shaving becomes thinner as the extreme

nose of the tool is approached. In the case of round-nosed tools, there

fore, when the depth of the cut is diminished, the cutting speed is in

creased for two entirely different reasons:

A. Because the chip bears upon a smaller portion of the cutting

edge of the tool.

B. Because the average thickness of the chip which is being re

moved is thinner in the case of round-nosed tools with a shallow depth

of cut than it is with the deeper cuts.

Object of Having the Cutting Edge of Tools Curved.

A tool whose cutting edge forms a curved line of necessity removes

a shaving which varies in its thickness at all parts. The only type of
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tool which can remove a shaving of uniform thickness is one with a

straight-line cutting edge. The object in having the line of the cutting

edge of a roughing tool curved as that part of the cutting edge which

does the finishing is approached, is to thin down the shaving at this

point to such an extent as will insure the finishing part of the tool

remaining sharp and uninjured even though the main portion of the

cutting edge may have been ruined through over-heating or from

some other cause.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Broad-Nosed Tools.

Upon appreciating the increase in the cutting speed obtained through

thinning down the shaving, as shown in the experiments with straight

cutting edge tools, the tools shown in Figs. 39, 40 and 42 were made,

and used on roughing work for years in the axle lathes of the Midvale

Steel Company. The gain in cutting speed of these standard broad-

nosed tools over our standard round-nosed tools, shown in Pigs. 31

and 32, is in the ratio of 1.30 : 1. This general shape of tool continues

to be extensively used, but it is subject to the disadvantage that it

is likely to cause the work to chatter, and so leave a more or less
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PigT. 31. Standard Tool Flg. 82. Tool used in most of
for Wide Feeds. the Taylor Experiments.

irregular finish. Were it not for this difficulty, added to the fact that

the standard round-nosed tool has a greater all-round adaptability and

convenience, the tools illustrated in Figs. 39, 40 and 42 would un

doubtedly be the proper shapes for shop standards.

Influence of Small Radius of Curvature on Chatter.

Since the thickness of the shaving is uniform with straight edge

tools, it is evident that the period of high pressure will arrive at all

points along the cutting edge of this tool at the same instant and will

be followed an instant later by a correspding period of low pressure;

and that when these periods of maximum and minimum pressure ap

proximately correspond to, or synchronize with the natural periods of

vibration either in the forging, the tool, the tool support, or in any

part of the driving mechanism of the machine, there will be a resultant

chatter in the work. On the other hand, in the case of tools with

curved cutting edges, the thickness of the shaving varies at all points

along the cutting edge. From this fact it is obvious that when the

highest pressure corresponding to one thickness of shaving along a
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curved cutting edge is reached, the lowest pressure which corresponds

to another thickness of shaving at another part of the cutting edge

is likely to occur at about the same time, and that therefore varia

tions up and down in pressure at different parts of the curve will

balance or compensate one for the other. It is evident, moreover, that

at no one period of time can the wave of high pressure or low pressure

extend along the whole length of the curved cutting edge.

Relation Between Cost of Forging and Grinding.

In adopting the general shape or conformation of a tool (we do not

here refer to the curve of the cutting edge), the most important con

sideration is that of selecting a shape with which the largest amount

of work can be done for the smallest combined cost of forging or

dressing and grinding, and the dressing is the much more expensive

of these two operations. It is, therefore, of paramount importance to

so design the tool that it can be ground:

a. The greatest number of times with a single dressing;

5. With the smallest cost each time it is ground.

Modern high-speed tools when run at economical speeds are injured

much more upon the lip surface than upon the clearance flank. There

fore, at each grinding a larger amount of metal must be ground away

from the lip surface than from the clearance flank; and yet in many

cases the clearance flank will be more or less injured (rubbed or

scraped away) below the cutting edge, and it therefore becomes nec

essary, for maximum economy, in practical use, to grind roughing

tools both upon their lip and their clearance surfaces.

In many shops the practice still prevails of merely cutting a piece

of the proper length from a bar of steel and grinding the curve or

outline of the cutting edge at the same level as the top of the tool,

as shown in Figs. 41 and 43. This entails the minimum cost for dress

ing, but makes the grinding very expensive, since the lip surface must

be ground down into the solid bar of steel, thus bringing the corner of

the grindstone or emery wheel at once into action and keeping it

continually at work. This quickly rounds over the corner of the stone,

and necessitates its frequent truing up, thus increasing the cost of

grinding, both owing to the waste of the stone and the time re

quired to keep it in order; and it also leaves the face of the grind

stone high in the center most of the time, and unfit for accurate work.

As far as possible, then, the shape of standard cutting tools should be

such as to call for little or no grinding in which the corner of the

emery wheel does much work. With the type of tool illustrated in

Fig. 43, also, comparatively few grindings will make a deep depression

in the body of the tool, as shown in the lower view of Fig. 44, and

this depression will, of course, be greater the steeper the back slope of

the lip surface of the tool.

To avoid these difficulties, perhaps the larger number of well-man

aged machine shops in this country have adopted a type for dressing

their tools in which the front of the tool is forged slightly above the

level of the tool, as shown in the lower view of Fig. 41 and in the
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middle view of Fig.. 44. This type of tool dressing is done in each of

the following ways:

A. By laying the tool on its side and slightly flattening its nose

by striking it with a sledge, thus narrowing the nose of the tool and

at the same time raising it slightly above the level of the top of the

tool.

B. By cutting off the clearance flank of the tool at a larger angle

than is demanded for clearance, and then slightly turning up the

cutting edge of the tool through sledging upon the clearance flank

while the tool is held upon the edge of the anvil with its shank

below the level of the anvil.

The objection to both of these types is that the tools require redress

ing after being ground a comparatively small number of times, and that

when redressed, in many cases the whole nose of the tool is cut off

and thrown away. This waste of metal, however, is of much less

consequence than the frequency of dressing. With the first of these

types of tool dressing the tendency is to make the nose of the tool too

thin, that is, having too small a radius of curvature, and thus to fur

nish a tool which must he run at too slow a cutting speed.

Length of Shanks of Cutting: Tools.

In choosing the proper lengths for cutting tools, we again find two

conflicting considerations :

A. It requires a certain very considerable length for the shank of

the cutting tool in order to fasten or clamp it in its tool-post. When

the tool becomes shorter than this minimum, it must be thrown away,

thus wasting costly metal, particularly in the case of the modern

high-speed tools.

B. On the other hand, the longer the body of the tool, the more

awkward and the slower become all of the operations in handling the

tool, beginning with the dressing and followed by the grinding, stor

ing, handling in the tool room, and setting and adjusting in the

machine.

There is no definite, clear cut method of comparing the relative

loss in handling long and heavy tools with that of the waste of the

tool steel, so that the adoption of standard lengths for dressing tools

of various sizes has been largely a matter of "rule of thumb'" judg

ment, and the length of tools which have been adopted, corresponding

to different sized bodies, is given in the table below.

Let width of shank of tool = A, and length of tool = L; then L =

14A + 4 inches.

Size of Size of Size of
Shank of Length of Shank of Length of Shank of Length of
Tool, Tool, Tool, Tool, Tool, Tool,
inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches.

% 11 16M 1^x2^ 25

%xlM 14^ l^xl^ 21^ 2x3



 



CHAPTER IV.

STRAIGHT AND CIRCULAR FORMING TOOLS.

Almost every machinist who is engaged in tool work will have more

or less to do with the making of forming tools. These may be used

for shaping sheet metals, or for use under the drop hammer, or again,

they may be employed in the lathe, planer, shaper, or milling machine.

It is the object in the present chapter, however, to confine ourselves

to a description of the straight and circular forming tools that are so

universally used on screw machines. For certain purposes these tools

need not be of a very exact nature, while, again, they require great

accuracy in their construction when they are to be used for the manu

facture of interchangeable parts. As the old saying goes: "It is easy

enough to make one alike," but when it is necessary to make dupli

cate tools it is quite a difficult task.

While there are numerous methods employed for making these tools,
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Fig. 45. Piece of Work to be Made.

but little has ever been written in a way which will enable the machin

ist to compute the distances, diameters, or angles so as to produce the

required dimensions on the finished work. If, for instance, a circular

tool is to produce certain diameters on the work, and we transfer the

exact ratio of these different diameters from the drawing to the form

ing tool, we will not be able to get the required dimensions when the

cutting edge of the tool is one-quarter of an inch below the center. If

we have to make a straight forming tool which, in the machine, is to

stand at an angle of 15 degrees, we can, when it is not very wide,

avail ourselves of the use of a master forming tool. When, however,

the tool is very wide, so that the use of the master tool is unpractical,

and it is necessary to mill or plane it to shape, some computation is

then necessary in order to make the shape such that it will produce

the required dimensions on the work when the tool is held at an angle

in the machine.

Making Straight Forming Tools.

We will first consider a method of making straight forming tools

which has proved satisfactory and will produce accurate results if
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properly manipulated. We will suppose that we are called upon to

make the tools for producing with accuracy such a piece of work as

shown in Fig. 45, and that a master former is to be made so that at

any future time the forming tool can be duplicated at small expense.

The master former will be made as in Fig. 46, being an accurate dupli

cate of our model with the addition of a shank about an inch and a

half in length on each end, these shanks serving as an arbor for the

tool.

The formed part is then milled down to the center, to produce a

cutting face for future operations, after which it is hardened, tem

pered and the face accurately ground. To facilitate this face grinding

the fixture shown in Fig. 47 is employed, the work being done on a

surface grinder. The most essential point to be observed in grinding

such a former is to have the cutting face radial, and this is accom

plished by the use of this fixture. The fixture is placed on the grinder

so that the line of centers is at right angles with the emery wheel;

the center c is removed from the block d, and the emery wheel is
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Fig 46. Master Former.

brought to bear on the ball 6, which is a running fit in the lever a.

This lever is fulcrumed on the block d and is held upward by means

of a spring attached to the short arm. With the emery wheel at rest,

the table of the grinder is now run back and forth and the wheel fed

downward until it reaches such a position that when it passes over

the ball 6, the front end of the lever will indicate zero. This shows

the operator that the periphery of the wheel is in perfect alignment

with the center of the fixture. The center c is then replaced and the

master former, with dog attached, is placed between the centers and

ground. By the use of the handle e, which engages the knurled head

of the adjustable center, the former is turned slightly after each cut

across the face until a keen cutting edge on the same is obtained.

The block from which the forming tool is to be made is placed in

the vise of the milling machine and roughed out as near to the formed

shape as possible, after which the master former is substituted for

the milling cutter, as shown in Fig. 48. The cutting face must stand
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at the same angle with the perpendicular as the forming tool is to

stand when placed in the screw machine, and it is very essential to ob

serve this point if accurate results are desired. When the proper angle

of the former has been obtained, it is secured in position by a wooden

wedge tapped in between the cone and the frame of the milling ma-

EMERY WHEEL

 

Fig. 47. Device for Grinding Master Former.

chine, and the table is then run back and forth until the forming tool

is cut to the desired shape.

Use of Second Master Former.

If ah extra long forming tool is required, say eight or nine inches

in length, and it is desired to prolong the life of the master former,

we would then make use of a second master former, constructed as

previously described for the forming tool. This second master former
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Fig. 48. Making the Forming Tool from the Master Former.

fits into a holder, as shown in Fig. 49, and when it is being formed

should be held at right angles with the bed of the machine. It is

then necessary to make a similar piece to be used for making the

working formers. To avoid confusion we will call this first piece

No. 1 and the next piece to be made No. 2. This second piece must

have the form of No. 1 transferred to it and for this purpose it is
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placed in. the block shown in Fig. 50, which holds it at an angle of 10

degrees with the shaper vise. Piece No. 1, in its holder, is placed in

the toolpost of the shaper where a tapered Mock holds it at a corre

sponding angle with piece No. 2, so that their faces are in line, as

shown in Fig. 51. By locating these pieces in this way the form of

No. 1 can be accurately transferred^ to No. 2, at the same time giving

No. 2 the required clearance so that it can then be held squarely in

the shaper toolpost and used to shape the forming tools that are held

in the shaper vise at an angle of 10 degrees.

w\
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Fig. 49. Second Master Former and Holder.

To make this last method clear we must bear in mind that at what

ever angle the forming tool stands when in the screw machine, this

angle must be maintained for setting the face of the master former.

This transfers the form to No. 1 and overcomes the discrepancy caused

by the tool standing at an angle in the screw machine, and this when

in turn transferred to No. 2 gives it the clearance required and the

exact shape of No. 1.

 

Flg. 50. Method of Holding Forming Tool while Shaping.

There are numerous other methods in use for accomplishing this

class of work and some, no doubt, may be simpler, but they do not

yield such accurate results. One of these methods consists in filing a

templet to fit the model and from this making the shaping tool, which

in turn is placed in the shaper with the face standing at the same

angle as will the forming tool when placed in the screw machine.

Then the forming tool blank is put in the vise and shaped up in the

usual way.
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Making1 Concave Forming Tools in the Milling Machine.

Fig. 52 illustrates a very interesting method of making a concave

forming tool such as is used for backing off convex milling cutters.

This tool has, of course, the same shape for its entire depth so that it

may be ground and reground without changing its original form.

In Fig. 52, B represents the tool which is held in the holder A at

an angle of 76 degrees with the table of the milling machine, this

giving to the tool the proper cutting clearance. The first thing to be

done, after placing the tool in the holder, is to mill off the top of the

tool so that it will be parallel with the table of the machine. A semi-
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Pig. 51. Method of Holding Second Master Former in Shaper.

circle of the desired radius is then drawn on the back of the tool, and

with any cutter that is at hand, it is milled nearly to the mark, care

being taken not to go below it. For finishing the cutter, a plug, C, is

made, the end being hardened and ground in a surface grinder. This

plug is held in a special holder, D, which fits the spindle of the milling

machine, and when it is set so that its axis is perpendicular to the

tool, the spindle of the machine is firmly locked. Some machines are

now being built with provision for locking the spindle, but if not so

made the same result may be accomplished by driving wedges under

the cone pulley. Now, by moving the platen of the machine backward

and forward by hand, the plug can be made to cut a perfect semi-circle

in the tool.
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It is good practice to plane a little below half of the diameter of

the plug, thus allowing some stock to be ground off after the tool is

hardened. In hardening, these tools usually come out very satisfac

torily, but, if any distortion takes place, it will be from the sides, and

may be readily remedied by a little stoning. By using the concave

tool for a planing tool, as shown in the sketch at G, a convex tool may

be formed, but in doing so care should be taken that both tools stand

at an angle of 76 degrees with the bed of the machine. This shape

of tool would be used for backing off a concave cutter. The descrip

tion of this method was contributed to Machinebt, December, 1903, by

J. J. Lynskey.

Computing Dimensions for Forming Tools.

The foregoing methods have all been based upon the duplication of

the formers by mechanical means, but we will now consider other

methods in which the dimensions of the formed tool are computed

from the ratios of the different diameters on the work. We have

already made it clear that an error will exist if we transfer to the

tool the exact differences in the various radii on the work, and it is

to overcome this error that we subtract from the dimensions of the

work such differences as are caused by the tool standing at an angle

in the machine.

As will be readily seen in the figure at the head of Table I, the line

a c is always longer than 6 c, and as a c must be equal to the difference

between two radii on the work, 6 c will consequently equal a c X cosine

of the angle at which the tool is to rest in the machine. Table 1 is

arranged to facilitate the computation of the tool dimensions to give

/required dimensions on the work. In the first column is given the

distance ac, or the actual cutting distance; and the second, third and

fourth columns give corresponding distances B c when the tool is to

stand at an angle of ten, fifteen or twenty degrees in the machine.

To illustrate the use of this table we will take as an example the

piece shown in Fig. 53, the respective diameters of which are 1.75 inch,

0.75 inch and 1.25 inch. We will first reduce these diameters to their

respective radii, which equal 0.875, 0.375 and 0.625. Now the differ

ence between the first and the second is 0.500, which would equal the

actual cutting edge on the tool, or a c. Referring to our table we find

in the first column our distance ac = 0.500, and if the tool is to set

at an angle of 15 degrees we find our corresponding value for 6 o in

the third column; 6 c = 0.482965. In the same way we find our second

step which, for a difference in radii of 0.25, equals 0.193186 + 0.048297 =

0.241483. If we then plane our forming tool so that the steps will

measure 0.4830 and 0.2415 respectively, when this tool is placed in the

machine with the cutting face perfectly central with the work, and

the front face at an angle of 15 degrees, the diameters turned will

correspond to those in the sketch.

It often happens that an angle is to be turned upon the piece and

this angle will naturally change when the tool is placed at an angle.

Table II has therefore been computed to give the angle that is to be
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made on the tool for obtaining a required angle on the work. The

angles given are measured from the center line of the piece or, what

is the same thing, with the formed face of the tool. Thus in Fig. 53

we have an angle of 45 degrees, and as the forming tool will rest at

an angle of 15 degrees in the machine, we refer to the third column of

Table II, where we And 44 degrees as the proper angle for the tool,

and if the tool is made to this angle it will cut the work to the 45

degrees required. The angular difference, as will be seen, is the

3!

T

U
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Fig. 53. Example ofWork for which Forming Tool Dimensions are to be Computed.

greatest at 45 degrees, from which it decreases at about the same

rate toward zero and 90 degrees.

Circular Forming Tools.

Circular forming tools are used in the same capacity as straight

ones, and to make them accurately entails quite a little computation.

Whenever a circular tool has two or more diameters a discrepancy

will exist between the different diameters on the tool and on the

 

OC = Radius of forming tool.

OB = Second radius of forming tool.

OA — Distance from center to cutting face of tool.

AB = ^OB> - OA'

BC = </(OC'-OA') (/(Oi' - OA')

 

Fig. 54. Formulas for Circular Forming Tools.

work, if the cutting face is below the center of the tool. In Fig. 54

are given the formulas necessary for calculating the diameters of

circular forming tools, and Table III has been computed to show the

discrepancies and to assist in determining the proper diameters of

formed tools to give required diameters on the work. The first and

second columns give the diameters and radii respectively of the formed

tools, while the third column gives the distance from- the vertical

center line of the tool to the cutting edge when the cutting face is %
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inch below the horizontal center line. The following three columns

give the constants that are to be used in computing the various diame

ters of the forming tools when the cutting face is %' inch below the

horizontal center line, as will be made clear in the example following.

In the remaining columns are tabulated similar values as these, for

use when the cutting face of the tool is 3/16, 1/4, and 5/16 inch below

the horizontal center line of the tool. As there is no standard dis

tance for the location of the cutting face, the table has accordingly

been prepared to correspond with such distances as are most com

monly used.

As an example illustrating the use of these tables we will consider

that we are to make a circular forming tool for the piece shown in

Fig. 53, and that the largest diameter of the tool is to be 3 inches, and

its cutting face }4 inch below the horizontal center line. The first

step will be to determine approximately the respective diameters of

the forming tool and then to correct them by the use of the tables.

The diameters of the piece are 1.750, 0.750 and 1.250 respectively,

 

Fig. 55. Forming Tool Built Up of Sections.

and to produce these with a 3-inch cutter the diameters of the tool

would be approximately 2.000, 3.000, and 2.500 inches respectively.

The first dimensions, 2.000, is 1.000 in diameter less than the diameter

of the tool, and for thei correction we would look in the column of

differences for inches, but as the tables are only extended to half

inches we will be obliged to obtain our correction in two steps. On

the line for 3-inch diameter, and under corrections for % inch, we

find 0.00854; and then on line of 2%', and under the same heading,

we find 0.01296, consequently our total correction would be 0.00854 +

0.01296 = 0.02150. This correction is added to the approximate diame

ter, making the exact diameter of our first step 2.000 + 0.02150 =

2.02150 inches. Our next step would be computed in the same way by

noting on the 3-inch line the correction for % inch and adding it to

the approximated diameter of our second step, giving us an exact

diameter of 2.500 + 0.00854 = 2.50854. Thus our tool, to produce the

piece shown in the example, would have three steps of 3,000, 2.0215,
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and 2.5085 inches, respectively, if it is to have its cutting face % inch

below center. All diameters are computed in this way, from the

largest or fixed diameter of the tool.

In conclusion, attention should be called to the formed tool, illus

trated in Fig. 55, which is made in sections so that all diameters, sides,

and angles can be easily ground after the tool is hardened. This

 

 

FORMING TOOL

END VIEW OF PIECE
TO BE FORMED

Machinery,!?. T.

Fig. 56. Forming Tool and End View of Work.

design is of especial value when such tools are made from high speed

steel, as the finished surfaces are likely to be roughened by the high

heat that is necessary for hardening.

Formulas for Circular Forming: Tools.

The formulas required for circular forming tools may, perhaps, be

expressed somewhat simpler than has been previously done in this

chapter. Assume in Fig. 56, for instance, that the distance A in the

piece to be formed equals the distance a pn the forming tool, but as

 

Machinery.N. Y.

Fig. 57. Piece to be Formed.

this latter distance is measured in a plane a certain distance 6 below

the horizontal plane through the center of the forming tool, it is evi

dent that the differences of diameter in the tool and the piece to be

formed are not the same. A general formula may, however, be de

duced by use of elementary geometry by means of which the various

diameters of the forming tool may he determined if the largest (or

smallest) diameter of the tool, the amount that the cutting edge is

below the center, and, of course, the diameters of the piece to be

formed, are known.

If R = the largest radius of the tool,

a —- difference in radii of steps in the work, and

b = amount cutting edge is below center, ;
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then, if r be the radius looked for,

r = V(s/R'^b* - a)' + b'

If the smaller radius r is given and the larger radius R sought, the

formula takes the form:

R = V (n/*-8 - 6s + a)' + 6s

Suppose, for an example, that a tool is to be made to form the piece

in Fig. 57. Assume that the largest diameter of the tool is to be 3

inches, and that the cutting edge is to be % inch below the center ot

GIVEN
O N CO *- O <£> OJ CO £ O 0- C4 (0 t

O CN CO to to CO
CO CO CO CO CO CO

 

.150 .200

GIVEN

.300 .350
Mnctuncry, .V. )'.

Fig. 58. Diagram for Circular Forming Tools.

the tool. Then the diameter next smaller to 3 inches is found from

the formulas given by inserting the given values: iJ = l% inch,

& = % inch, and a=\i inch (half the difference between 4 and 3%

inches; see Fig. 57.)

Then -

r =\Z(V(H)^(i)8-i)8+(i)2=V(vn-i)8+TV =

= 1.254 inch.
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While the formula looks complicated, by means of a table of squares

the calculations are easily simplified and can be carried out in three

of four minutes. The value of r being 1.254 inch, the diameter to make

the smaller step of the forming tool will be 2.508 inches, instead of 2%

inches exact, as would have been the case if the cutting edge had been

on the center line.

Charts for Dimensions of Forming Tools.

The charts in Figs. 58 and 59 have been computed for the same pur

pose as the tables just explained, and the various curves and lines
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Fig. 59. Diagram for Straight Forming Tools.

thereon are made to correspond to what is generally used. An illus

tration of their use will offer the best way of explaining them. Refer

ring to Chart Fig. 58, the distance A (see cut) thereon is calculated

from whatever the piece is, we have to make. Under the word "Given,"

at the top and bottom of the chart, locate A, and follow down (or up)

the vertical line until it intersects the proper curve. This point, car
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ried to the right by the horizontal line, will indicate the correction to

be added to the diameter, after subtraction of 2A, of course. The hori

zontal divisions for the verticals vary by 0.016 inch, and the correc

tions read to 0.001 inch, which for practical use is as near as required.

The same illustration will answer for Chart Fig. 59; in this the cor

rection is carried around to the right of chart for larger values.

The Chart Fig. 58 shows only five curves, and there is no question

but what there are many other standards, so it is quite impossible to

make a complete chart or table. Unless we know all standards, how

ever, it is best to avoid useless calculations.






